S2018
Conservation Ecology, 11:216:317
Wednesdays 9:15-12:15, 123 ENR
3 credits, SEBS/SAS Core Curriculum, 21st Century Challenges, Writing and Communication
Professor Rachael Winfree
128 ENR, rwinfree@rutgers.edu

CONSERVATION ECOLOGY SYLLABUS

1, jan 17  course intro

2, jan 24  biodiversity

3, jan 31  ecosystem function and services

4, feb 7  habitat loss

5, feb 14  overharvesting

6, feb 21  invasive species

7, feb 28  climate change

8, mar 7  extinction  MIDTERM PAPER DUE

mar 14  NO CLASS SPRING BREAK

9, mar 21  human population growth, agriculture

10, mar 28  conservation practice

11, apr 4  restoration ecology, conservation in human landscapes

12, apr 11  human culture & ideas

13, apr 18  in-class writing workshop  DRAFT OF RESEARCH PAPER DUE

14, apr 25  FINAL RESEARCH PAPER DUE